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SHORTS CONTENTS of the enclosed issue of OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT = 

SURVIVAL BY WORLD LAW OF MARCH OF 2013      

 
Page 1. “World federalism, even if that utopia were realizable, could possibly make an end to 

international wars, but what about civil wars?” To that we answer that world federalism is not a 

panacea making it all good and beautiful on earth. However, it seems logical to admit that democratic 

world institutions would dispose of better means to tackle civil wars as well.  Besides, and above all, 

local hostilities would no longer endanger world peace. In the current international jungle of 

superpowers and other countries utterly armed against each other, a conflict like that in Syria risks to 

inflame the whole planet : we cannot avoid envisaging that possibility.  

 

Page 2 & 3 - We received a report from the International Registry of World Citizens about the year 

2011. On a world scale, about nine hundred new persons had themselves registered as world citizens in 

that year.  The expenses amounted to 6,976.12 euro, the revenues to 6,879.03.  Besides the 

international registry is still disposing of several possessions worth several thousands of euro : as a 

local contact address, we can only dream of such richness!  Registered world citizens can ask for the 

full report to Registre des Citoyens du Monde/Registry of World Citizens, 66, boulevard Vincent 

Auriol, 75013 Paris, monde@recim.org of dan.cdm@recim.org . There also more information can be 

obtained about the institutions that came out mainly of the ranks of registered world citizens : the 

Peoples’ Congress, the Consultative Assembly to the Peoples’ Congress, World Solidarity Against 

Hunger, the Institute of Mundialist Studies. 

 

- Lea Provo-Eggermont passed fifteen years ago already. In the sixties she initated and coordinated 

many non-violent peace actions. Later on she worked in India on building non-violent working and 

living communities that are flourishing still.  Ask for more information to : Sevapur SAWES v.z.w., 

p/a Mieke Van der Auwera, Vlasakker 12, B- 2120 Wommelgem, www.sevapur.be , e-mail :  

mieke.vanderauwera@telenet.be .  

 

- Prof. Gene Sharp (born in 1928), a worldwide known researcher about non-violent action, obtained  

the “Alternative Nobel Price” yearly granted by the Right Livelihood Award Foundation.  When as a 

young man he was imprisoned for conscientious objection, Albert Einstein sympathised with him.  

Years later Sharp founded the Albert Einstein Institution.  Einstein, as one will remember, at least 

before the invasion of Nazi-Germany in many European countries, favoured the idea of conscientious 

objection.  After the war, he stressed the necessity of a world government, in order to save humanity 

from nuclear holocaust.   

 

Page 4 – Peter Vereecke, previous mayor of Evergem in Belgium, since several years opposes 

horrifying developments in our societies.  In that framework he drew the attention of public opinion to 

the phenomenon of so called chemtrails : the latter are caused by lots of aeroplanes that several times a 
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week spray materials into the atmosphere, e.g. heavy metals like aluminium, barium and strontium, as 

well as many chemical products. Behind this officially inexistent fact there may be intentions of geo-

engineering and even of mind manipulation.  Metals like aluminium severely damage health.  Ask for 

more information to the Belfort Group, c/o Peter Vereecke, Hooiwege 20, B-9940 Evergem, 

peter.vereecke56@gmail.com .   

 

Page 5 & 6 – Mojmir Babacek, coordinator of the Citizens’ Association for the Ban of the Manipula-

tion of the Human Nervous System by Radiofrequency Radiation, wrote the following letter to J.M. 

Barroso, Chairman of the European Commission.   

 

Those who want to co-sign this text can still do so and send their subscription to  Mojmir Babacek, 

Na Hazce 258, 511 01 Turnov (Czech ia), mbabacek@iol.cz 

 

Dear Mr. Barroso 

The report by European parliament’s STOA (Science and Technology Options 

Assessment) on  „Crowd  control technologies“ states: “In October 1999 NATO 

announced a new policy on non-lethal weapons and their  place in allied arsenals” (pg. 

xlv); and  “In 1996 non-lethal tools identified by the U.S. Army included… directed 

energy systems” and “radio frequency 

weapons”  http://www.europarl.europa.eu/stoa/cms/home/publications/studies?year=all&

q=crowd+control+technologies&studies_search=Odeslat+dotaz  (at the bottom of the 

page, second reference  pg. Xlvi).  Directed energy system is further defined by the 

STOA document:  „Directed energy weapon system designed to match radio frequency 

source to interfere with human brain activity at synapse level“ 

(http://www.europarl.europa.eu/stoa/cms/home/publications/studies?year=all&q=crowd+

control+technologies&studies_search=Odeslat+dotaz at the bottom of the page, first 

reference, Appendix 6-67 – for more information see 

http://mojmir.webuda.com/Means_of_Information_War_Threaten_Democracy_And_Ma

nkind).  

     In the European Union numbers of citizens complaining of being attacked by mind 

control weapons are rising (below are e-mail addresses of some of those) and they find no 

solution, help, protection, investigatory bodies, health tests or measures able to protect 

them from so-difficult-to-prove attacks, which leaves them in total defenselessness. It is 

obvious that the use of such means for manipulation of human beings is in sharp contrast 

with the basic legislation of democratic countries guaranteeing their citizens the right to 

personal freedom. Then it is hard to understand why there is, in contrast to Russia, in the 

member countries of the European Union no law prohibiting the possession of means 

enabling remote manipulation of human nervous system and their use against people by 

organizations and individuals as well as by government agencies and institutions 

including provisions establishing teams equipped with technologies capable to detect 

those detrimental radiations and their sources.  

     According to the bill proposed by Dennis J. Kucinich in the U.S. congress the means 

capable to manipulate human nervous system include "land-based, sea-based or space-

based systems using radiation, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic, laser or other 

energies directed at individual persons or targeted populations for the purpose of 

information war, mood management or mind control of such persons or populations" 

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?c107:chemtrails . As well, the Russian defense 

minister, Anatoly Serdyukov, told Vladimir Putin in March of this year:  “The 

development of weaponry based on new physics principles; direct-energy weapons, 

geophysical weapons, wave-energy weapons, genetic weapons, psychotronic weapons, 

etc., is part of the state arms procurement program for 2011-2020” 

http://en.ria.ru/mlitary_news/20120322/172332421.html. 

     Evidently there is more than one technology which can be used to remotely manipulate 

human nervous system. Therefore we ask you to recommend the member states of the 

European Union to enact legislations which would protect their citizens against direct 

energy, electromagnetic, psychotronic, sonic or laser radiations, which can be used to 

manipulate their nervous system and consequently their bodily functions, their thoughts 
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and their behaviour. In our opinion the teams capable to detect detrimental radiations 

should be supervised by either ombudsmans or some human rights commissions with 

participation of representatives of Amnesty International or Human Rights Watch, which 

should guarantee that no state will use those technologies against its citizens. 

     As well we would highly appreciate if the European Union would promote, on the 

international forum, the international ban of the development and use of those 

technologies as it was stated in the Resolution on the environment, security and foreign 

policy of the European parliament in 1999 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/pv2/pv2?PRG=DOCPV&APP=PV2&DATE=280199&D

ATEF=990128&TPV=DEF&TYPEF=A4&POS=1&SDOCTA=8&TXTLST=1&Type_D

oc=RESOL&PrgPrev=TYPEF@A4%7CPRG@QUERY%7CAPP@PV2%7CFILE@BIB

LIO99%7CNUMERO@5%7CYEAR@99%7CPLAGE@1&LANGUE=EN. So far we 

are not aware that this is actually happening. The lack of legislation in the member states 

of the European Union raises, as well,  suspicion that this intent is not being fulfilled. 

 

Pages 7 & 8 - Europe is in crisis, we are told.  But what’s “Europe”?  In our view it existed as 

something like an entity of civilisation for more than a millennium. In the twentieth century, however, 

it has become unclear what characterises our continent.  This has remained so even after the creation 

of the so called European Union. This being said, however, if we are concerned about the menace of a 

totalitarian “eurocracy”, we don’t feel opposed to the idea of close collaboration between our 

countries.  Above all, we would like them to form a building stone in a democratic world federation of 

the future : the survival problems of our time, indeed, are posed on the scale of the planet.  

 

Pages 9 till 12 – Flashes 

-We are not so called one worlders who want to create what they call the New World Order.  Their 

aim is to dominate the whole planet by whatsoever means.  We on the contrary are in favour of the 

realization of democratic world institutions in order to deliver mankind of the scourge of arms races, 

wars and other catastrophes.  

 

-Synthetic biology, alias biological weaponry, according to a documentary on ARTE constitutes the 

greatest danger for the survival of humanity.  This might be true, even if in the eighties, at the time of 

the protests against the placing of Cruise and Pershing missiles in Europe as well as against e.g. 

chemical weapons, this horror was more or less forgotten.  This certainly had also to do with 

manipulations by the “peace forces” in the Eastern bloc : whilst at the time the Soviet Union was 

producing biological weapons full speed, those forces kept silent about it.   

 

-Ruth Gill wrote an article about the declaration of Putin and his minister of defence about radiation 

weapons.  After having produced them for decades, the Russian government suddenly declared that  

they will be part of the armaments program in the following years.  We don’t now why they broke 

silence about them, but what they said leaves no doubt as to the existence of this weaponry.   

 

-According to http://home.gund.de/., almost unobserved by the public, the National Security Agency is 

building a big spy and surveillance centre in Utah.  It would be able to register all telephone 

conversations and all use of the internet. In the opinion a previous collaborator of the said agency we 

are less than a strep away from a totalitarian state.  

 

-Thousands of persons around the world claim to be electronically terrorized.  One of them, the 

engineer Waldemar Lotz, a Russlanddeutscher, a German Russian, had to experience that when he 

worked in the hydrometeorological institute of Astrakan.  He fled to Germany, became a German 

citizen, but the horrifying harassment has gone on.  

 

-Dr. Rauni-Leena Luukanen-Kilde, previous chief medical adviser to the Finnish Minister of Health, 

wrote several books and incessantly reports to the world that immense crimes against humanity are 

being perpetrated secretly by means of anti-personal radiation weapons.  She reminds us that already 

Norbert Weiner, in his book “Cybernetics”(1948), had written about the dangers for our fundamental 

rights and freedoms inherent to cybernetic developments.  Yoneji Mausda, the “father of the 
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information society, also claimed that our freedoms could end in Orwellian slavery without the general 

public even being aware of it.  

 

-In 2004 Michigan adopted a law against electronic terrorism.  Those who practise it can be punished 

to life long imprisonment in the worst case. This may be called excellent that far. However, we have 

not heard up till now that persons or groups had been condemned. We fear that the military and civil 

secret services, besides criminal groups working with them, can continue their practices without being 

persecuted by the judiciary.  

 

-On the 26
th
 of January, the Assemblée des Citoyens du Monde, the French section of the Consultative 

Assembly to the Peoples’ Congress, organised a study day.  Among other things human rights in China 

and the inefficiency of the UNO in its present form were discussed.  

 

Finances 

After having posted this newsletter our debt will amount to about 350 euro.  If you do not want voices 

like ours to be strangled, help us by transferring a contribution to the account of the Register van 

Wereldburgers :  

IBAN BE40 0001 1499 0163 
BIC BPOTBEB1 

We will feel eternally grateful for what you can do. 

 

Jean Verstraeten  

 

 

- 

 

 


